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-
is orthogonal complementofR (4,+E2+-.Enk)

constructions, ↓ so inherits nondeg-form from Rax

Prop Let)
=GveR*/ nfruty+- +n

=0) =R
-

Write Ei,Eng, Ent for stand
and basis ofRet

Define A =[di-aj)lSin, itil
Then an isa rootsystem with base an [Ei-sixili-inn

and Oxnkin diagram--se
E

Also, ri-sn(()) =()-(ri-vin) (5:-six)= I al
so
itfollows thatweyl group Wan* Snxi (symmetric

group of1,2, ...,nk)
13) All straightforward calculations.I



rop het8,R* be setof2n+P2) vectors

95Ei)i= li -in] (=Eiilsi; snY.

Then on is arootsystem with base

Dona,-Er, En-Es, ..., En-Er, Ent

and Oynkin diagram-
The Wexh group We.

(signed non permutationmatrices)

ap Letcn=(*29:/i=112, ...,n]W(=9+9;)(sic]n).
Then an is a rootsystem with base War (ErE2, --, Enn-En,2[n]
and ryakin diagram-an Also:WantWine

21-52 Sz
- 33



op finally letorbe setof4(2) rectors

(Eits;/1si;sn]. Then Ion is aroot system

with base DOn=[9,-En,2-Es, --, En--Er, En-1*En]
En-itEn

⑧and ryakindiagram-
The Wex'grep Woris an

index two normal subgroupof

Wan=Wan 4(subgroup of even signed an permint.I-

I matrices

even#of -1 entries



*An is irreducible (n=1 (Oyukin diagram is connected)

*8, IA, as Dynkin diagram
is just an isdatebvertex

so we only consider be, for now

&c=Y, and a6 since Bynkin diagrams
are isomorphic.

⑧ ⑧ . ·50

so we onlyconsider on for n
=3.

&

a-od

Goon
**Ax (not irreducible)0.As

so we only consider do, for n =4.



hi supposeIis an irreducible root system.

Then the Dunkin diagram
ofis either isomorphic

to the Oynkin diagram ofAn(some n=), onSamen=2)

(some n
=3), oa(same n=u), or to one of 5

"exceptional"diagrams:
Is a-and Fu ·-

E ·-- 62 .
Moreover, each ofthese exceptional

-8 -arad diagrams does
arise asthe Oynkin

diagram ofanirreducible)rootsystem.



proofthatevery irreducible rootsystem has one ofthese

Dynkin diagrams -> See the
relevantsections oftextbook

if interested

-

onfor En, Fu, 62

&

:we've alreadyseen

-,*9*si*E,/1sisuhr/lastaneh

Se
W(*9:11sis4] SR4

48 elements, Wex/group has size 1152.
base [E2-E, 95-9n, 94, (5, -4,-55- (n)}



Suffices to constructeg as to, e, can then be realized

as subsystems. We can construct 508 as

the setof 240 vectors ofthe form

(*9:56;)15:2558]r(19,9,xanx -- +a85) 39,92, --,98( (51) with

a=2,raz - -- qg
=t)

This is a rootsystem with base

Weg =[(4,
-5-6-3 - 2s - 3 -4 +36),E,tEr 3

h

EnE, EsEr, dnEs, ds-30,3j-E, d-de



ismand conjugacy theorems

Recall that ifhis a semisimple Lie algebra

lover an also closed, charr.zero field A), and ASL is
a maximal tonal subalgebra then there is a finite set

&> A* 10) with L
=A** La where

25I

(*(x((((n,x) =a(h)xvhe] 10forxe b.

The settois a rootsystem in G =(4-span(a-6]
with the bilinear form on A* dual to the killing form of restrictedto H.



Prop If
I is simple them tois irreducible

PS Ifb=G,z were reducible
gith , nonempty)and orthogonal

and xe4, B*, then 24is neither in

&(since (B, x +B) =(p,) +0) nor in 2

(since (2,4+B) =(x,2) 70) so at

and itfollows thatthe subalgebra of L generated

byL for 206, is aproper nonzero ideal.

(since (22,2)
=0Vx+, +62)8



Prop IfL
=L,*L ... In is the decomposition of L

into simple ideals then Hi*ARL:is a maximal toral subalgebra

of Li andthe irreducible rootsystem;determinedby HisLi

maybe viewed as asubsystem of relative to which

&
=J,,.-n

is the decomposition oft into irreducible components.
↑Isee discussion in 514.1 oftextbook. I



It suppose L is another semisimple lie algebra

with amaximal teral subalgebra
Hl' and rootsystem

Suppose there exists
a rootsystem isomorphism (:4+ .

Extend of to a vector space isamorphism f: HEH

by setting f(+1) =tf(x) where for at6, 'e'

taCH and t'a,+H' are the elements with [k(a,h)
=a(t)

x376,h')=a(h')

Choose a base US along with isomorphisms betweenthe

I aim rootspaces Las L'sial for 230. Then there is

a unique Lie algebra isomorphism L-L' extending

7: + A' and these chosen isoarphisms.



This theorem does require some proof -see textbook.

proof in sin oftextbook does not establish existence

ofasemisimple lie algebra corresponding to anyOynkin diagram.

Existence ofthis is shown in 1918, we may discuss in afew
lectures.(For classical type AECO, justuse the classial

algebras Sen, On, spe- main
issue is about exceptional types)


